
 
SUPER DANCER POPULARITY METER 

 
SPECIFIC TERMS & CONDITIONS 
 
1. Super Dancer is a televised dance competition series (“Program”) produced by Frames 

Productions Private Limited for Sony Pictures Networks India Private Limited (Formerly 
known as Multi Screen Media Private Limited) and/or its affiliates (“SPN/Organizer”) and 
telecast on SPN’s channel Sony Entertainment Television (the “Channel”) 

 
2. SPN shall conduct an online activity by running a popularity meter (the “Activity”) for the 

Top 12 contestants of Super Dancer (the “Contestants”) on the microsite 
www.sonyliv.com/superdancer from October 01, 2016 to November 06, 2016. 

 
3. During the abovementioned period, the Contestants will be ranked on the popularity 

meter on the basis of the views and shares (facebook, twitter and google+) received on 
their video clips by the users.  

 
4. The top hundred (100) users (the “Winners”) who view and share the maximum videos 

will get a chance to win gift vouchers worth Rs. 1000 each (the “Prize”). 
 

5. The Winners shall be declared in the manner as specified in the general terms and 
conditions. 

 
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS:  
 
1. By participating in the Activity, each user agrees to follow these Terms and Conditions 

and is deemed bound by any decisions made by SPN in its sole discretion, including any 
interpretations of the Terms and Conditions. 

2. Users shall not post any profanity or abusive comments on the videos/ Website’s Activity 
page/ Channel’s website/or in any other manner. In the event of any such profanity or 
abusive comments posted on foregoing pages, such users shall be disqualified forthwith 
and SPN reserves its rights, in addition to removing such post, to take a legal action 
against such user. 

3. SPN does not make any commitment, express or implied, to respond to any feedback, 
suggestion and/ or queries of the users or furnish any reason or explanation in the 
process of selecting the Winners or in running the popularity meter. 

4. SPN may refuse to give the Prize(s) to users in the event of his/her fraud, dishonesty or 
non-entitlement to participate in the Activity under these Terms and Conditions. 

5. The Prize(s) shall be delivered to the Winners subject to submission of all relevant 
documents, if required in accordance with these Terms and Conditions of the Activity. 

6. The Prize(s) are not transferable, assignable or exchangeable for cash equivalent. Only 
the prize Winners and no other person or agent, may claim the Prize(s). 

7. The Winners shall be declared within two (2) weeks of from the end of the Activity on the 
Channel website. The Winners need to revert with the required details and formalities 
within twenty four (24) hours after contacting them. Any responses received after this 
deadline shall be considered void and the Winner shall stand disqualified for which SPN 
shall not be liable in any manner, way or form. 

8. The Prizes shall be sent to the Winners on their registered email address as mentioned 
by them during the Activity. 

http://www.sonyliv.com/superdancer


9. In case the Winners is / are found to be in violation of any and all rules of the Activity, 
SPN reserves the right to initiate legal proceedings against such person(s) including but 
not limited to having the concerned Winners to refund the Prize(s) won. 

10. SPN has the right to substitute the Prize(s) with other prizes of equal value, as determined 
by SPN in its sole discretion. 

11. SPN has the right to amend (add, delete or modify) the Terms and Condition governing 
the Activity, prospectively or retrospectively, at its discretion and without prior notice. 

12. SPN is not responsible for any errors or omissions in the terms and conditions contained 
herein. All information provided in the Activity is provided "As is" without warranty of 
any kind. SPN makes no representations and disclaims all express, implied, and statutory 
warranties of any kind to the Participant and/or any third party including, without 
limitation, warranties as to accuracy, timelines, completeness, merchantability or fitness 
for any particular purpose. 

13. Under no circumstance, unless due to wilful misconduct or gross negligence, shall SPN 
and/or their directors, employees, officers, affiliates or subsidiaries, be liable to the 
Participant and/or any third party for any lost profits or lost opportunity, indirect, special, 
consequential, incidental, or punitive damages whatsoever. The Participant specifically 
agrees not to file in person/through any family member and/or any third party any 
applications, criminal and/or civil proceedings in any courts or forum in India against SPN 
their directors, employees, officers, affiliates or subsidiaries to claim any damages or 
relief in connection with the Activity. 

14. The decisions of SPN and its representatives shall be final and binding on all aspects of 
the Activity. 

15. Your participation in the Activity by viewing and sharing the videos will be deemed as an 
acceptance of the above stated Terms and Conditions. 

16. SPN shall not be responsible for any lost, late or misdirected computer transmission or 
network, electronic failures of any kind or any failure in order to select the Winners owing 
to transmission failures or due to any technical reasons. 

17. The Activity is void where prohibited by law. All relevant national and local laws apply. 
18. The Activity shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the applicable laws 

in India. All matters with respect to the Activity are subject to the jurisdiction of the 
Courts at Mumbai only. 
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